Abstract. In order to further improve motion video object division detection accuracy and algorithm operating time and meet the real-time requirements, a motion video tracking algorithm based on memory watershed disc gradient expansion template is proposed in this article. According to the experiments carried out for the four standard video images, DGETMW algorithm can not only accurately detect the motion objects under the interference of noise and illumination, but also effectively solve the "excessive division" problem in the standard watershed algorithm. Due to the improvement of detection accuracy and calculation speed, DGETMW algorithm has strong practical application value.
Introduction
The motion target detection mainly includes motion target tracking, target classification, target behavior annotation, etc., and functions as the basic and key part of video sequence processing [2] . At pre In order to improve the deficiency of the watershed method and realize more ideal motion video sequence detection effect as well as solve the "excessive division" problem, a motion video tracking algorithm based on memory watershed disc gradient expansion template (DGETMW) is designed and realized in this article, wherein this algorithm can effectively combine morphology and watershed algorithm characteristics in order to effectively track, identify and detect the motion video sequence. Meanwhile, the simulation test is carried out to verify the algorithm effect, and the test result shows that DGETMW algorithm has fast motion target detection speed and can meet the practical application requirement, namely real-time detection.
Motion Video Sequence Detection

Algorithm Procedure
The basic procedure of the motion video tracking algorithm based on memory watershed disc gradient expansion template is as follows: firstly, the motion video sequence is preprocessed on the basis of the disc gradient expansion template in order to reduce the interference of uncertain illumination and event on the motion target; secondly, the profile of the motion target sequence is extracted on the basis of the consecutive frame gradient detection, and meanwhile the extracted profile is morphologically processed, and after the above preprocessing algorithms are executed, the memory watershed algorithm is adopted for target sequence memory marking and target detection. The algorithm procedure is as shown in Fig.1 . 
Fig.1 Procedure of Motion Video Tracking Algorithm Based on Disc Gradient Expansion Template
Adoption of Heterodromous Diffusion for Motion Sequence Denoising
During the monition image sequence data acquisition and execution process, the influence of such uncertainty interference as uncertain illumination can cause various noises, and the effect of extracting noisy image sequence is certainly not good [12] . Accordingly, the heterodromous diffusion is adopted for the image to replace the noisy pixels, diffuse and ablate noise points and avoid the adverse influence of noise points in order to improve motion sequence detection accuracy. Therein, the mathematical principle of the heterodromous diffusion mentioned above can be described as follows:
In the formulae (1) and ( 2) 
In formula (3), K is the diffusion blockage factor of the gradient threshold value.
Experiment and Analysis
Setting of Experimental Environment
The hardware setting of the experimental environment is as follows: processor: In formulae (10) ~ (12), TP refers to the division quantity of the object pixels in expert division; FN refers to the division quantity of the object pixels not in expert division; TN refers to the quantity of the background pixels in the expert division achieved by the algorithm.
The comparison data of the motion video object detections respectively realized by DGETMW algorithm and the algorithm proposed in literature [15] are as shown in Table 1 . According to the experimental data in Table 1 , compared with the motion video division detection algorithm proposed in literature [15] , DGETMW algorithm can effectively improve the detection accuracy and the true position rate of the motion video object and meanwhile reduce the false positive rate of the motion object, thus to have strong universality to the interference object detection in multiple complex scenes. 
Tab.1 Quantitative Experiment Result
Conclusion
In order to further improve motion video target tracking and detection accuracy, a motion video tracking algorithm based on memory watershed disc gradient expansion template is proposed in this article. Firstly, heterodromous diffusion is executed to preprocess the motion video image in order to reduce the noise interference in the motion target tracking and detection process, and meanwhile the differential operation and the morphological operation are executed to extract and operate the outer profile of the motion object. Secondly, in allusion to the excessive division in the watershed algorithm, target marking and division of the watershed algorithm are realized on the basis of characteristic memory, and the accurate detection of the motion target is realized on the basis of the disc gradient expansion template. Finally, according to the experimental comparison, the algorithm proposed in this article can be applied in the complex background detection of the motion target, and such algorithm can not only improve the motion target detection accuracy, but also significantly improve computation speed.
